Student Contract
Kenneth E Querns
Flat 2
25-27 Agincourt Road
London
NW3 2PB

Name ___________________________
Address___________________________
Address___________________________
email ___________________________
Date ___________________________

For those students attending academic institutions through which Mr. Querns is not
employed, this document will briefly describe the obligations of the teacher and student in regards to
study with him. This contract is immediately enforceable, and will retroactively cover all study from
the start-date. Within this contract I/me/my refer to the student _____________________________.
1. Study with Mr. Querns is open-ended and will be considered long-term and ongoing unless
otherwise notified. My study may be terminated at any time by either the student or teacher,
but not by a third party.
2. I reserve the right to decide what the best training for me is, and it is my personal responsibility
to decide what is best for my voice and my future. It is not the obligation of Mr. Querns to
confirm that the training which I seek is commensurate with that desired by my academic
institution. I may be deliberately seeking different training for myself and reserve that right.
3. I acknowledge that I am solely responsible for making sure that my study with Mr. Querns is
within the regulations of my academic institution, and that it is NOT the obligation of Mr.
Querns to confirm that my studies are in line with those regulations.
4. If my study with Mr. Querns requires any form of permission from my academic institution, I
assume the full responsibility for obtaining that permission.
5. It is my sole responsibility to maintain a positive relationship with my academic institution.
6. If my academic institution requires a particular form of study or repertoire, I reserve the right
whether or not to pursue that study with Mr. Querns, and to direct the course of my study.
7. I maintain the sole responsibility for the notification of my academic institution of my study
with Mr. Querns, and understand that he will not contact my institution unless I have given
my express permission. If I do not give my express permission, Mr. Querns will not confirm or
deny my study to my academic institution. This is solely my responsibility.
___ I give Mr. Querns permission to contact my institution.
___ I do not give Mr. Querns permission to contact my institution.
___ I revoke any previous permissions regarding contact of my institution.
8. I reserve the right to control the level of contact between Mr. Querns and my academic
institution. I take full responsibility for level of contact between them and will initiate that
contact through the exchange of relevant contact information. If my desired level of contact
between them is different from what is required by my institution, I reserve the right to make
that decision for myself as a personal decision, and it is not the obligation of Mr. Querns to
change that level of contact. In case of extraordinary circumstances, Mr. Querns may however
make the decision to discuss my training with my institution but only after close consultation
with me.
________________________________
Kenneth Querns
(Date)

___________________________________
Student Signature
(Date)

